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ABSTRACT
NATHAN MORLEY HOLT: A Number Theoretical Approach to Public Key Cryptography
(Under the direction of Tristan Denley)

In this paper we present the mathematical methods necessary to utilize the
Rivest. Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem. Beginning witn the Divi
sion Theorem and an introduction to modular arithmetic we then delve brieflv
into group theory, leading up to our presentation of LaGrange’s Theorem. Next
we prove Fermat’s Little Theorem, Wilson's Theorem, and Euler's Theorem.
arriving at a definition and explanation of the RSA method. We conclude
this paper with a short discussion of prime generating techniques, focusing our
attention on Pocklington’s prime determination method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
§1.1 Cipher Systems

Have you ever purchased goods or services online using a credit card? Sup
posing you have, did you at any point question the privacy and security under
which the transaction took place? Most online consumers attend to their busi
ness without ever knowing, with a high degree of certainty, whether their money
transactions are truly protected.

For the time being, most online transactions are safe. Information that must
be protected prior to online transmission is enciphered, that is, transformed
using a cipher system. A cipher system is a protocol used to alter the text of
a message so that it becomes unintelligible to all but the intended recipient.
Thus, a person wishing to encipher their credit card number or an important
business memo will instruct their computer to apply a cipher system to their
card number or memo.

The design of the cipher system is crucial. The system must be secure, but
must also be easy to use. After all, a cipher system that is difficult to apply
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will likely cause the user to make some sort of error during the encryption
process. However, a cipher system that is exceedingly easy to use may also be
easy for a cryptanalyst a person specializing in the solving of cipher systems, to
break. As cryptanalysts attempt to “crack’’ cipher systems the cryptographers,
on whose shoulders rests the burden of developing new cipher systems, must
work to develop more secure methods of enciphering information.

Julius Caesar (100 - 44 B.C.) is credited with developing one of history's first
recorded cipher systems. His system was simple; he began by writing down
two alphabets. Below the first alphabet he placed the second, only the second
alphabet was shifted three letters to the right. Had Caesar used the English
alphabet, he would have placed A below D, B below E. etc. until he got to X,
which he would have placed below A.

Example Using the Julius Caesar cipher system, encipher VENI VIDI VICI.

Solution Since every letter is moved three places to the right, we can construct
a table with the original alphabet on the top and the cipher alphabet on the
bottom, as follows:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC.
Since there is no (space) character in our cipher system, we may arrange ahead
of time for some rarely- used letter, say X, to represent a space. We now wish to
encipher VENIXVIDIXVICI. By replacing each letter in our message with
the letter below it in our table, we have

YHQLAYLGLAYLFL.
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To decipher, the recipient replaces each letter in the cipher text with the letter
above it in the table. The recipient finds that the original message is

VENIXVIDIXVICI.

The recipient then removes the X s, revealing the original message:

VENI VIDI VICI.

□

Whereas the Greeks, prior to Caesar, had shaved the head of a slave and carved
into his scalp a message, had then waited for the slave’s hair to grow back, and
then had sent the slave to the intended recipient who would then shave the
slave’s head again, Caesar used his head (instead of someone else's scalp!) to
come up with a feasible means to securely transmit messages.

One major advantage Caesar had over the security- savvy internet consumer
is that he was presumably able to supply the intended recipient of the message
with a key prior to the transmission of the message. To understand the impor
tance of this, consider the following example: Tate, a resident of Hilo, Hawai’i,
wishes to purchase a pair of Swedish parabolic snow skis. The company that
manufactures and distributes the skis is located in Stockholm, Sweden. They
only sell the skis from their company office or via the internet. Tate wishes to
order a pair of skis via the internet, so he first flies to Stockholm, agrees on a
suitable cipher system with which he will encrypt his billing information, and
then returns to Hilo. Tate then goes online and purchases a pair of skis.
you can see. THIS MAKES NO SENSE WHATSOEVER!
3

As

Equally as absurd, perhaps Tate, in his home in Hilo, decides that he wants
to use a Julius Caesar- type cipher system in which his credit card digits are
written down, and 3 is added to each digit. Each sum is then divided by
10, and the remainder becomes the enciphered digit. To encipher 4. we have
4 + 3 = 7, and 7

10 gives remainder 7. Also, 9 becomes 9 + 3 = 12. and

12 + 10 leaves remainder 2. To decrypt, Tate notes that if you subtract 3 from
each digit (and then add ten to the resulting negative differences) you get the
original value. Hence, 7 — 3 = 4; also, 2 - 3 = — 1, and — 1 + 10 = 9 (Readers
with some background in mathematics will note that we have just performed
these transformations in modulus, a method vitally important to cr}^ptography
and prime number theory, which we will return to later in the text). Anyhow,
Tate then notifies the ski company that he has found a suitable method for
encryption and he sends them a message expl£iining how they are supposed to
decipher his credit card number. Since this message is sent in plaintext, that is,
unenciphered, anyone intercepting this message will be able to decipher Tate’s
credit card number in the following message.

Developing a cipher system with known methods of encipherment and deci
pherment that remains secure when the cipher text is intercepted has daunted
contemporary cryptographers. E- businesses must utilize a cipher system that
everyone knows how to use, and they must assume that the security of every
online transmission has been compromised.

Equally important to contemporary cryptographers has been the task of de
veloping a dynamic cipher system. Obviously, a cipher system that always
enciphers a given block of letters in the same way is easier to break than one in
which a given block of letters can be enciphered in billions of different ways. The
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challenge of developing such a cipher system was enormous; yet three mathe
maticians were able to develop a suitable cipher system that operates effectivelv
within the bounds of these constraints.^

In 197S Rivest, Shamir and Adleman developed the RSA cipher system by which
a message may be encoded utilizing two keys, one available to the public and the
other available only to the individual enciphering the message. The idea behind
the RSA cipher system is often described in terms of a doubl(>- locking box.
Allow me to elaborate: Suppose Bob wants to send a secure message to Trish.
Bob places his message inside a locked box and sends the entire box to Trish.
When Trish receives the box. she places her own lock on the box and returns
the box to Bob. Bob then removes his lock and sends the box back to her.
As the reader can see, the content of the box remains secure throughout these
transactions, even though the method of securing the information is known
(placing the message inside a locked box). At the same time, what we consider
the "'cipher text” (the message locked inside the box) may be intercepted, but
the message will remain secure since the shady character intercepting the box
will know neither Trish’s nor Bob's combination. Later in the text, the reader
can expect a thorough explanation of the RSA cipher system, but for now I
hope the double— locking box analogy will suffice.

The RSA cipher system is based upon several intriguing and well- known prime
number theories, such as Fermat's Little Theorem and Euler’s Theop'm. which
will be discussed later in the text. As large primes are essential to the RSA
method, the focus of this text will then shift to prime "sieves" and to the
1

For more information on codes, cipher systems, and the mathematics behind
both, see [li.

prime determination theory of Pocklington. Dr. Denley and I developed several
computer programs written in JAVA to learn more about Pocklington's method
and to see his theory ‘‘in action” building large primes. These programs will
be provided in the appendix, commented for clarity, so that the reader can
compare Pocklington's method to a program utilizing his method and thus see
the importance of strong computing power and large memory in the application
of Pocklingon's Theorem.
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Chapter 2
The mathematics begins...
§2.1 Wh;>t is a pri.me?

rp
X he RSA cipher system works because of several important properties of prime
numbers. These properties are not difficult to understand but they do require
us to develop a solid foundation in the theory of prime numbers. That being
said, allow me to offer a formal definition of prime.

Definition 2.1 Prime

A natural number p > 1 is prime if and only if the only divisors of p are 1 and
P-

For example, 11, 43, 101 and 2333 are primes.

Definition 2.2 COMPOSITE

An integer n is composite if and only if there exists an integer I < k < n such
that the k divides evenly into n.
7

Any number that is a multiple of another number is composite. For example,
24 is composite since it is a multiple of 6. 155 can be divided evenly by 5, so
155 is composite.

Note that primes are defined to be only natural, or counting, numbers (1,2,3,...).
A composite number, however, may be a natural number or the negative coun
terpart of a natural number. Hence, a natural number must be either prime or
composite but may never he both.

In elementary school we learned about primes and compostites by constructing
‘"factor t rees” for natural numbers. Though none of us knew it at the time, we
w'ere actually utilizing an essential prime number theorem- the Fundamental
Theorem of Arithmetic. This theorem states that any number can be written
as a product of primes. Hence, w^hen we were given 84, we would construct the
following “factor tree”:

84 = 2x 42 = 2x2x 21 = 2x2x3x7

So 84 = 2 X 2 X 3 X 7, which is a product of primes. The theorem we will
prove shortly takes this “factoring tree” technique and shows that any natural
number can be factored in this way. Before we can do this, however, we must
first prove Euclid’s Lemma.

Definition 2.3 Divide

Let x. y € Z. We say that x divides y and W'rite x y
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^ yields remainder 0.

Lemma 1

(Euclid's Lemma) Let p,qi and qo be integers. Also, let p and qi

share no common divisor other than 1. Iip\qiq2, then it must be true that p q2.

Proof. Since p and q\ have no common divisor other than 1, there exist integers
X, y such that px

q^y = \ (we will reexamine this property later in the text).

Thus.
<72 = q-iipx + q\y) = pq2^ + qiQ-iyNote that p pqo. We have also supposed that p qiq2- Thus, since p divides both
terms, we know that p divides the quantity pq2^+ QiQ2'y^ Therefore, p\q2-

□

Now we have the tools we will need to prove the following:

Theorem 2

(Euclid's Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic) For each natural

number n there exists a unique factorization

n = pi°'^p2°''' ●

where the exponents

● ’Pi

ai

are positive integers for every i and Pi < p2 < ^ ● ● < Pk

are primes for every k.

Proof. In order to prove the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic we must
show that for every natural number n, there exists such a prime factorization
and that this factorization is the only such prime factorization. Let’s first prove
the former.
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Suppose n is a natural number. Suppose further that n is the least number
lacking such a factorization. Note that n is either prime or composite. If n is
prime, then n =

and we have arrived at a contradiction. Thus n must be

composite. Hence n = s x t for some natural numbers 1 < s,i < n. Since n
cannot be factored into a product of primes, neither s < n nor t < n may be
factored into a product of primes. We can see that this is true because if s or
t could be factored into a product of primes, then these primes would also be
factors of n. Now, we have supposed that n is the lecist number that may not
be factored into a product of primes, but we see now that both s and t cannot
be factored into a product of primes. This contradicts our assumption that n
is the least number lacking a prime factorization. Therefore, no such n exists.

Now we must show that for every natural number there exists a unique prime
factorization. Suppose m is the smallest natural number that can be expressed
in more than one way as a product of primes. Then

m = qi ■ Q2 ● qs ■ ●'Qk = Pi ● P2 ■ P3 ■ ● ■ Pi

(t)

where gi, 92, <73 ● ● ● Qk and Pi,p2,P3 ● ● - P/ are primes. Obviously qi divides

m

since qi is a factor of m. Hence, qi must divide the product P\ ● po 'Pz ‘ 'Pi^
Since qi divides this product of primes, it must be true that q\ divides one
of these primes. We can apply Lemma 1 to see how this works. Suppose that
qi Pi -p2-pz'- 'Pi but qi and p\ share no factor other than 1. Then qi \p2-pz ■■ ■pi.
Now, suppose that qi p2 'Pz ‘P4 ' ' 'Pi but q\ and p2 share no prime factor other
than 1.

Then it must be true that q\\pz ' Pa ' Pb ' ' ' Pi-

Continuing in this

manner, we will eventually fi nd some j such that qi and pj share some prime
factor greater than 1, or we will contradict our supposition that qi |pi -po-ps ■■ ■pi.
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Returning to our proof, we see that since q\ m, there must be some j such that
9i Pj- Without loss of generality (WLOG), we will say q\\pi. Since both qi and
Pi are primes, the only way that qi\pi is if qi = P\. Therefore, qi = pi. If we
cancel qi and pi from f? we have
Q2 ’ Q3'● ’ Qk = P2'P3'
'● Pi

= m'

where m' can be expressed as a product of primes in more than one way. How
ever, m' < m and we had supposed that m was the smallest natural number
that can be expressed as a product of primes in more than one way. Once again,
this is a contradiction. Thus, for every natural number there exists a unique
prime factorization.

□

Before we continue, an important point must be made regarding the Funda
mental Theorem of Arithmetic. Because of this theorem we know that every
natural number has a unique prime factorization, yet we are given no indica
tion as to what this prime factorization is or how we can find it.

As of now,

the only way we have to determine the prime factorization of an integer is to
perform what are called trial divisions. If we were to try to determine the
prime factorization of a number n, we would have to try to divide n by 2.
3, 5, and so on, until we have tried all of the primes up to y/n.'^

Now, as n

^ We can see that for every integer n, if one of the factors of n is y/n then other
factor cannot be any larger than y/n, since y/n x y/n = n. If n has two factors,
one of which is ^yn, and the other of which is larger than y/n^ say y/n -f- 1, then
the product of these factors is {y/n -h l)(y/n) = n H- y/n > n. Thus, to factorize
an integer n we must only check for factors up to y/n.
11

grows, so does the potential number of trial divisions we must attempt. When
n > 1.000.000 we may have to perform more than 1000 trial divisions. Even if
wc wish to employ a computer and devote all of the machine’s processing power
and memory to computing trial divisions, we are not much better off. Suppose,
for instance, we wish to factor a number about as large as 10^°°°(roughly 1000
digits in length). We are informed that this number has two distinct factors,
size.s unknown. To factorize this number we must perform trial divisions. The
square root of this number is around 10^°^, so we may have to try all numbers
up to about 10^*^°. Suppose now that we have a computer capable of perform
ing 10,000,000.000 = 10^^ calculations per second. With this computer, it w:k
take
lOoOO

101*^

490

seconds =10

480

seconds > lO*""" years.

The earth is less than 10^° years old, so performing these calculations w'ould
take more than (10,000.000,000)“^” times as long as the age of our planet (yes.
that is 10 billion raised to the forty seventh power!). Do you remember when I
said that e-commerce is. for the time being, secure? Well, in order to break the
cipher system commonly used for internet encryption, a shady character would
1000

have to factor a number about as large as 10

into a product of two distinct

primes.

Now that we know that every natural number may be factored into a product
of primes, we have the means to show something Euclid proved in 300 B.C.that there are infinitely many primes. Since Euclid first jiroved the infinitude
of the primes many noted mathematicians have discovered other creative ways
to arrive at this same conclusion, including Goldbach, Euler, and Time.
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Theorem 3 (Euclid) There exist infinitely many prime numbers.

Proof. Suppose that there exist only a finite number of primes, of which p is
the largest. Thus, the primes are 2, 3,5,

,p. Let

n = 2-3-5- - -p+l
and let ^ be a prime factor of n. Note that q is not a factor of the product
2 ● 3 ● 5 ● ● ● p, because q must then be a factor ofn — 2-3-5- - -p = 1, which is
absurd. Therefore, q must be another prime, for our list of all the primes did

□

not contain q.

The infinitude of the primes is most awe- inspiring because no matter how large
a number you choose, there is always a larger number lacking nontrivial factors
(factors other than the number itself and one). Let me rephrase that: for the
largest number you can imagine, there is a still larger number that no other
number divides into.

Intuitively, it makes sense that small numbers like 11, 23, and even 101 can
be prime. If you look at 101 — 1 = 100, this number has only seven nontrivial
factors, and 101 + 1 = 102 has only two nontrivial factors. But 101 has only
three digits.

In February 2004 a prime number composed of more than six

million digits was discovered! To give the reader a sense of just how large this
number is, consider that, thus far, you have processed about 14, 000 characters
in reading this text. It is amazing that a number so large cannot be split into
an3rthing smaller.
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Chapter 3
On the Road to Fermat’s Little Theorem

§3.1 Modular. Operators, Part I

-N/Iost of us

have, at some point, been required to convert between “military”

and “civilian” time. For instance, if the reader’s watch has been set to the
twenty- four hour time system and the display reads 16:21, in a second or two
the reader will have made the conversion to 4:21 by the twelve- hour system.
This is an example of calculating in modulus, that is, within the confines of
a subset of the natural numbers. When we count the hours in the twelvehour time system, we will count 1,2,3,...,11,12,1,2, 3,..., instead of counting
1, 2, 3,..., 11,12,13,14 as we would in the twenty- four hour system (or in the
natural numbers). In the twelve- hour system, we realize that 12 is the greatest
value and after 12 we resume counting from 1. We can also count backwards
in the twelve- hour system: at 2:00, four hours prior it was 10:00. Counting
backwards, instead of counting 2,1,0, —1, —2 as we would with the integers, we
count 1,12,11,10. After we reach 1 in the twelve- hour set of numbers, we
jump to 12 and continue our countdown.
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In mathematics, modular arithmetic is very similar. The only difference be
tween the twelve hour time system and the modulo 12 system is that the
modulo 12 system begins at 0 and ends at 11, while the twelve- hour time
system begins at 1 and ends at 12. Otherwise, addition and subtraction are
performed in the same manner.

In order to fully understmid modular congruences, we must first prove the
Division Theorem. However, before we can introduce this theorem, w'e must
provide a theorem we will need in this proof.

Theorem 4 (Well- Ordering Principle) Every set of natural numbers contains
a least element.

Theorem 5 (Division Theorem) If a and 6 are nonnegative integers and 6 > 0,
then there exist unique integers q and r such that 0 < r < 6 and a = qb-\- r.

Proof. There are two things we must show to complete this proof. First,

we

must show that, for nonnegative integers a and b with 6 > 0, g, r G 2 exist.
Second, we must show that both q and r are unique.

Let a and b be nonnegative integers and let b > 0. Let the set

A = {a — xb : X e Z}.
Let B

n N, so as to eliminate all negative elements. Hence a £ B, since for

a- = 0, a - (0) X 6 = a. Thus, the set B is nonempty. By the Well- OrderingPrinciple, the set B must have a smallest element, which we will call r. Since
r e B C A = [a - xb : X e Z).
15

there must exist an integer q so that r = a — qb. Thus, a = qb

r. Since

r e B C N, r > 0. We have just shown that there exist integers r and q where
r > 0. To complete the first part of this proof, we must now show that this
integer r < b.

Suppose r > b and that r and b cu-e defined as above. Then r — 6 > 0, so

r — 6 = (a — qb) — b = a

{q + 1)6 > 0.

Hence (r — 6) ^ B. Note also that r — b < r. However, we chose r to be the
smallest element of the set B. This is a contradiction. Thus our supposition
that r > 6 is false. Therefore, 0 < r < 6.

We must now prove that r and q are unique. Suppose not. Then a = qb
and a = q'b + r', where q ^ q' and r

r

r'. Subtracting the first equation from

the second, we have

0 = {q - q')b + {r - r')
(r'- r) = {q- q)b.

(t)

Since 0 < r, r' < 6 — 1, the difference r' — r is at least 1 — 6 and at most 6—1.
That is, 1 — 6<r' — r<6—1. However, from (f) we can see that r' — r is a
multiple of 6. Since —6 <1 — 6 and since 6 — 1 < 6, there is only one multiple
of 6 between 1 — 6 and 6—1; that multiple is zero. Thus, r' — r = (0)6 = 0.
Therefore, r' = r.

Now, from (f) we have
0=(q-q')b (6>0)
0 = q-q'
q =q.
16

We have discovered that r = r' and q = q\ contradicting our assumption that
there exist distinct pairs q, r and q',r'. Therefore, integers r and q are unique.

□

Throughout elementary school, when students perform division they are often
interested only in what we have called g, that is, the quotient It may help to
recall that when performing division, we have

dividend
divisor

remainder
= quotient +

divisor

We learned how to find what we have called r, the remainder, but in most
division problems the quotient was the important piece.

For example, if we

were asked to compute 22 -i- 7, we would note that 22 = 3 x 7 + 1. We would
then say that the quotient of 22 -y 7 is 3, remainder y.

We were taught to

keep track of the quotient (given the above example, we would say that 7 ‘‘goes
into” 22 three times). In modular congruences, however, we forget about the
quotient q and keep track of only the remainder, r.

Definition 3.4 Mod

Let a and h be nonnegative integers. By Theorem 5 , there exist a unique pair
of integers g, r, with r > 0, so that 0 < r < 6 and a = qh

r. Thus, mod is

defined by
a (mod b) = r.

From this definition, we can see that if h a, then a (mod b) — 0. No\v . another
roncept we must define is that of congruence.
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Definition 3.5 Congruent Modulo 6

Let 6 be a positive integer,

b {x — y), we say that x and y are congruent

modulo b and write
X = y (mod b).

Example Find 22(mod 7).

Solution We know that 22 = 3 x 7 + 1. We can see that 1 is the remainder
when 22 is divided by 7, so

22(mod 7) = 1

22 = 1 (mod 7).

□

Example Find 178 (mod 7).

Solution Since 178 = 25 x 7 + 3. the remainder when 187 is divided by 7 is 3.
Therefore,
178 = 3 (mod 7).

178 (mod 7) = 3

□

This is similar to the way that 16:00 in the twenty- four hour time system
becomes 4:00 in the twelve- hour system; for all hour values greater than twelve
in the twenty- four hour system, we simply subtract tw'elve to arrive at the
corresponding twelve- hour time.

18

Looking at our definition of congruence modulo b, the reader will see that
it is entirely possible for either x or t/ to be negative. We can say that —4 =
3 (mod 7), since 7|(—4 — 3). Also, —5 = 2 (mod 7) and —6 = 1 (mod 7). For
numbers less than —7, the reader can add seven until the sum falls between 0
and 7, 0 inclusive. Thus

-24 + 7= -17,

-17+ 7 = -10,

-10 + 7 = -3,

-3+ 7 = 4,

and —24 = 4(mod 7).

From Theorem 5 , we know that for our remainder r, 0 < r < 7 when we are
working modulo 7. Thus, for all integers x, x must be congruent modulo 7 to
an integer from the set {0, 1,2, 3,4,5,6} = Z7.

Definition 3.6 Zn

For every n 6 Z where n > 0, the set of all integers {0,1,2, 3,...,(n — 1)} — Z^n-

We now have the tools necessary to begin performing addition and multiplica
tion modulo n.

Definition 3.7 Modular Addition

Let n be a positive integer and let a,6 € Zn- Then

a © 6 = (a + 6) (mod n).
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Definition 3.8 Modular Multiplication

Let n be a positive integer and let a,6 6

a

Lemma 6

. Then

6 = (a X 6) (mod n).

If n is a positive integer, and if a,6 € Zni then

a 06 = [a (mod n)+ 6(mod n)](mod n)

(I)

a 0' -- [a (mod n) x b (mod n)](mod n).

{II)

and

Proof. First we will show that (7) is true. Let n be a positive integer and let
a,6 G

Since a,6 6 Z^, we know that for some integers j, k, it is true that

a 06 = {jn + a)+ {kn + b) = n{j + A:) +(a + 6) = (a + 6)(mod n).

Notice that

+ a = a (mod n) and kn + b = b (mod n). Therefore,

a 06 = [a (mod n)+ 6(mod n)] = {a + b)(mod n).

Now we will show that (77) is true. Keeping the same variables from above, we
can see that
a®b={kn-\-a)x (jn + 6) = jkn^ + bkn + ajn + ab
= 71{jkn

Since jn

-{■ bk + aj) + (ab) = ab (mod n).

a = a (mod n) and since kn -\-h = h (mod n), it is true that
a 0 6 = [a (mod n) x b (mod 77)] = (a x 6) (mod n).
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From these definitions one of the most important concepts the reader can grasp
is that, in performing modular addition and multiplication, one can choose when
one wants to take the modulus. In other words, if we are given to numbers we
wish to add or multiply modulo n, it does not matter whether we first multiply
and then take the modulus or we take the modulus and then multiply (and if
the product is greater than n. take the modulus again).

Example Multiply 13 by IS modulo 5.

Solution Using the first method, we have:
In Z5, 13 S 18 = 234 (mod 5) = 4(mod 5).
By the second method, we have:
13 (mod 5) X IS (mod 5) = 3(mod 5) x 3(mod 5)
== 9 (mod 5) = 4(mod 5).

□

Although the second method took a few extra steps, the reader can see that,
had we decided to multiply 2375323498752987416 by 11233495672391 29093 in
Z771 ,

it might have been better to begin by taking the modulus (so as to avoid

having to mess around with multiplying together two very large numbers). Let s
see if this is true.

Example In Z71, fi nd 2375323498752987416® 1123349567239129093.

Solution LUing the fi rst method, we see that
2375323498752987416 x 1123349567239129093
= 2668318624377102407558437383828493688.
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Now we must, divide this large product by 71 to find the remainder. This gives
remainder 48. Hence.

2375323498752987416 ® 1123349567239129093 = 48 (mod 71).

Taking the modulus first, have
2375323498752987416 S 1123349567239129093
= 12(mod 71) X 4 (mod 71) = 48 (mod 71).

□

Thus, for small numbers it works well both ways, but when the numbers we
wish to multiply are large, it is often better to simplify first by taking the
modulus. In fact, to compute 2375323498752987416 x 1123349567239129093, I
had to write a JAVA program because neither my TI- 83 nor the MS Windows
calculator ai'e capable of multiplying 20 digit numbers!

When computing addition modulo n, we also have the option of adding first then
taking the modulus, or of taking the modulus then adding (perhaps taking the
modulus a second time), as we saw in Lemma 6 . Now, suppose we wish to fi nd
the sum of 12 and 44 modulo 19. Using the fi rst method,

In Zi9, 12 © 44 = 56 (mod 19) = 18 (mod 19).

If we choose to first take the modulus and then add, we have

12 ® 44 = 12 (mod 19) + 6 (mod 19) = 18 (mod 19).
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Had we wished to perform addition modulo 19 in which both terms are negative,
consider
-120(-44) = -56 (mod 19) = 1 (mod 19).
As the reader can see, both addition and multiplication modulo n are straight
forward operations. One will find that the subtraction operation is performed
just as in "non- modular" number systems.

Definition 3.9 MODUL.^R SUBTR.\CTlON

Let n e Z and let n > 0. Let a.6 G Zn ● Then, aQb= {a-b) (mod n).

Once again, we can take the modulus either before or after we perform modular
subtraction. In the event that, for integers a.bE Z„, we wish to find a 0 6 in
Z,j and b > a, for their difference d G Z„ it may be true that d > b > a. This
is intriguing because, in the subtraction of the natural numbers, there is no
possible way to have the difference between two numbers be greater than either
of the numbers (if we consider Z, the integers, this statement is no longer true).
Consider the following example: Suppose we wish to find 7G9 in Z25. We have.

70 9 = -2 = 23(mod 25).

You may be wondering why I have not yet defined modular division. Unlike
modular addition, subtraction, and multiplication, modular division is some
what more difficult and time consuming than “non- modular'’ division. In fact,
for some positive integers n, we cannot even perform division with all elements
of the set Z„! Thus, we must be careful in our approach to and definition of
modular division.
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In elementary and middle school, when we divided fractions we were told to
multiply by the reciprocal of the divisor. That is. had we wished to find the
quotient of

we multiply y by the reciprocal of ^ which is
1

2

'>

i

Hence,
12
5

2

_ 12
5

2 _ 24
7
35

When working with fractions, we learned that division is defined in terms of
reciprocal multiplication. Modular division is also defined in terms of reciprocal
multiplication. The problem is, depending on our choice of n, some elements
of the set Z„ may not have a reciprocal and thus may not be used as divisors.

In Q, the set of all rational numbers (those that may be expressed in terms of a
fraction in lowest terms using integers), the reciprocal of a number q is written
q~^ and is defined so that g x g

-1

= 1. Since g x ^ = 1 (q

that the reciprocal of some g G Q is simply ^ if g

0), we

learned

0. Although modular

reciprocals cannot be found by inversion, the reader will find the definition
strikingly similar.

Definition 3.10 Modular Reciprocal

Let n G N. Let a G Zn ● We say that a has a reciprocal mod n if there exists
an element a

-1

-1

G Z„ so that a ^ a

-1

= 1 (mod n). If a
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G Zn exists, then

we say that a is invertible in Zn and we call a ^ the modular reciprocal or
inverse of a € Z„.

Note: The terms modular reciprocal and inverse have the same meaning and
are thus used interchangeably.

Let a,b e Zn. If a is invertible in Zn, and if the reciprocal of a is a~^ — 6, then
a®a~^=a®6=l and thus the reciprocal of 6 is 6“^ = a. This cuts the work
of finding all reciprocals in Zn in half.

Now, if the reader has any doubt that there exist sets Zn in which some elemr-nts
have no inverse, consider Table 1, multiplication in Ze:

Table 1 Multiplication in Zq
®

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

2

0

2

4

0

2

4

3

0

3

0

3

0

3

4

0

4

2

0

4

2

5

0

5

4

3

2

1

As we can see, excluding 1 and 5, no element of Ze is invertible.

On the other hand there are some values of n for which almost all elements of
Zn are invertible. Consider the set Z5.
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Table 2 Multiplication in Z5
0

0

1

2

3

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

3

4

2

0

2

4

1

3

3

0

3

1

4

2

4

0

4

3

2

1

We can see that 1~^ = 1. 2“^ = 3, 3"^ = 2, and 4“^ =4; each element of Z5
hcis an inverse (with the exception of zero). To explsdn why this happens,

we

must first learn about the Greatest Common Divisor.

§3.2 The Gre.^test Common Divisor

f

The Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) is actually something we learned in
^9

elementary school, except then we called it the “Greatest Common Factor.
A divisor and a factor are one and the same: divisors and factors divide the
dividend evenly.

Definition 3,11 COMMON Divisor

Let a,6, x G Z. If x\a and x\b then x is a common divisor of integers a and h.

From this definition, we define the greatest common divisor as follows:
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Definition 3.12 Greatest Common Divisor (GCD)

Let a,6, X E Z. If x is a common divisor of a and b and if,* for ever\' other divisor
d 6 Z such that d|a and d\b it is true that d < x, then we say that x is the
greatest common divisor of a and b and we write GCD(a,6) = X.

Although the definition of GCD is straightforward, the determination of the
GCD of any pair of numbers may seem somewhat involved. Will we have to
use trial divisions to find these divisors? Thankfully, we won’t. As we will see
in the following lemma, using modular congruences we can reduce a and b until
we arrive at their greatest common divisor.

Lemma 7

Let a,6,.X E Z with a,6 > 0. Let x = a (mod b). Then

GCD(a,b) = GCD(6,a (mod b)).

GCD(a,6)= GCD(6,x)

Proof. Let a,b £ X with a,6 > 0 and let x = a (mod b). Let y =GCD(a,6)
and let z =GCD(6,x). We want to prove that y = z, which can be done by
showing that y < z and z < y.

First we want to show that y < z. Since GCD(a,6)= y, y\a and y b. But
a=

+ X (gf E Z), meaning that x = a

qb. Since y divides both a and 6, y\x.

Hence, y is a common factor of b and x. However, we said that z = GCD(6,x)
so y < z.

Now we want to show that z < y. Since GCD(6,x)— z, we know that z b and
z X. We also know that a = qb + x. and since z divides both b and x^ z a. Thus
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z is a common factor of a and 6. However, we said that y =GCD(a,b), so z <y.

□

Therefore, z = y.

In Lemma 7 , we stop at GCD(6. a (mod 6)). However, if a and b are large, we
may need to apply Lemma 7 several times before we determine GCD(a, 5).

Example Find GCD(702365589,234234987).

Solution By Lemma 7 , we see that

GCD(702365589,234234987) = GCD(234234987,23084466).
At this point, we are no better off than we were when we began. Clearly, we
must use Lemma 7 to further reduce this expression. We have,
GCD(234234987,23084466) = GCD(23084466,339021)
= GCD(339021,31038)
= GCD(31038,28641)
= GCD(28641,2397)
= GCD(2397,2274)
= GCD(2274,123)
= GCD(123,60)
= GCD(60,3)
= GCD(3,0) = 3.
Note that GCD(3,0) = 3 since three divides evenly into itself and zero. There
fore. GCD(702365589,234234987) = 3.
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□

Now, we may find the GCD of two integers using a series of modular reductions.
This method is called Euclid’s Algorithm.

Definition 3.13 Euclid's Algorithm for GCD Determination

Let a.6 G Z with a,6 > 0. Let c = c (mod 6). Then to calculate GCD(a,6) we
use the following steps:
(/) If c = 0, then GCD(a.6) = b.
{II) If c ^ 0. then let c = GCD(6,c) and return to step (/)●

Theorem 8

For all integers a. b. Euclid's Algorithm may be used to calculate

GCD(a,6).

Proof. Suppose that there exist at least one pair a, 6 G Z with a, 6 > 0 such
that Euclid’s Algorithm cannot be used to calculate GCD(a, 6). Select the pair
a, b such o + 6 is the least such sum.

If a < 6, then by Euclid’s Algorithm we must first find c = a (mod b) = a.
Our next move is to calculate GCD(6, c) -- GCD(6, a). Hence, WLOG, we may
assume that a > b.

If c = a (mod b) = 0, then b a. Since 6 > 0 and since b is the greatest factor of
itself. GCD(a, b) — b. This is a contradiction.

Hence, it must be true that c ^ 0. Then c = a (mod b) — a

qb > 0

(g G Z).

That is. c is the remainder of a -F b. We also know that 0 < c < 6 and b < a.
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Hence.
b<a
b-TC<a + c<a-rb.
Thus.
b

c < a + b.

By the Euclidian Algorithm we must now find GCD(c,b). This value must exist
since c+ b < a + b. However, by Lemma 7 we know that GCD(a,6)= GCD(6,c).
riius, GCD(a.6) exists. This is a contradiction. Thus we can find the greatest
common divisor of a and b using Euclid's Algorithm.

Ihus,

we

can

be

assured

we

□

utilized valid methodology to determine

GCD(7023C5589, 234234987) = 3.

Theorem 9

Let a, b,x,ij eZ with a,b^0. Then s = GCD(a,b) will be the

smallest positive solution to the equation s = ax + by.

Proof. Let a,b ^ X with a.b ^ 0. Let the set

S = {a:r + by : x,y ^ Z and ax + by > 0}.

We w^lnt to show three things,

First, we want to show that our set S is

nonempty. Second, we will want to show that there is an element s E S such
that s —GCD(a, 6). Lastly, w'e will want to show that for all othei integeis t
such that t a and t b, t < s.
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If we let X = a and ji = 6, then we will have a~ —

which cannot be zero since

a,6 = 0. Thus, there is at least one element of the set S (the sum a~ -i- b-) so
S is not empty.

By the Well-Ordering Principle, the set 5 C N must contain a least element,
which we will call s. To finish this proof we must now show that s a and s\b
and that Vf 6 Z such that t a and t b. t < s.

Suppose that s G 5 does not divide a. By Theorem 5 , a-rs will have a quotient
and a remainder. Hence, a = qs + r

{0 < r < s). Since s = ax -r by, we have

r — a - qs = a - q{ax -|- by) = a(l — qx) -|- b{—qy) — ax'+ by'.

Thus r = ax' + qy'. Note that r G 5. Since 0 < r < s, r is the least element
of S. However, we have supposed that s is the least element of S. This is a
contradiction. Therefore, s a.

Similarly, s b.

Finally we need to show that if t a and t b, then t < s. Let t a and let t b.
Then t {ax -f by) = s. Hence, t s. So t < s, since s > 0.

□

Thus, ,s=GCD(a,6).

The following definition presents a special case of the above theorem, namel}'
when s = 1.
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Definition 3.14 RELATIVELY PRIME

Let a.b eZ. If GCD(a,b) = 1, then we say that a and b are relatively prime.

Thus, tw'o integers are relatively prime if the only divisor they have in common
is 1. Since the greatest common divisor of two integers a and b is the smallest
positive solution to the equation ax+by where x, y G Z, if GCD(a,6)= ax-i-by =
1, that is, if a and b are relatively prime, then 1 is the only solution to ax + by.

Corollary 10

Let a,b E: Z. Then a and b are relatively prime if and only if

there exist x,y E Z such that ax + by = 1.
● ● ●

3

We now have the tools necessary to begin our discussion of modular division.

3.3 Modular Oper.ators, Part II

Preferring back to Table 1, we can see that the only invertible elements in Ze
are 1 and 5. Recall that ioi a,b E Q. a-rb = axb

\ where 6 ^ is the reciprocal

of 6 G Q. Similarly, we wish to divide a by b in Zn) we must compute a (S)
provided b

-1

G Zn exists. Thus, in order to use modular division we must be

capable of determining which elements of Z, are invertible and identifying a
particular element’s inverse.

3

I have written a JAVA program for determining GCD. The JAVA code for this
program can be found in the appendix.
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Definition 3.15 MODULAR Division

Let n e Z and let n > 0. Let a,6 e

and let 6 6

be invertible. Then we

define modular division as

a(Z>b = a^b ^

Suppose we want to determine whether an element a G Zn is invertible and at
the same time find a-1. We know that a® a-1 = 1 (mod n) providing
exists. Thus, for some integer y, we know that
a X a-1 = yn+1.

If we move yn to the left- hand side of this equation, we arrive at
a X a-1 + n(-7/) = 1.
-1

Now, if we allow a

= X, then we have ax + n{—y)= 1. We can then deduce

that GCD(a,n)= 1. Hence, if we have a method for determining GCD that also
reveals the integers

and y, we will have the means to determine the value

of

As we saw in the previous section, Euclid’s Algorithm is an excellent tool for
calculating the greatest common divisor of two integers. Importantly, by utiliz
ing this algorithm we have done most of the work needed to find an element’s
modular reciprocal. All we must do is to think of the greatest common divisor
in terms of Theorem 5 ; instead of writing GCD(a,b) we write a = q xb + r for
some integers r > 0 and q. Perhaps an example will help this make more sense.
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Example In Zio find 30 <.

Solution First we must note that 7 is invertible in Zio, since 7 and 10 are rel
atively prime. This may not be known at first, but one may continue as we do
below and, if the greatest common divisor is one, then “relative primeness” has
be determined. We must find

7-1

in Z10. To do so, we will use Euclid's Algo

rithm. However, instead of thinking about this problem in terms of GCD(10,7)
and appropriate GCD's thereafter, we will first consider 10 (mod 7) and then
find 7 (mod r), where r is the remainder from our first step. In this way,

we

will continue to find the divisor mod the remainder until the remainder is equal
to zero. We will then

work backwards” from the last line in which r ^ 0:

10 = 1 X 7 + 3
7 = 2 X 3+ 1
3 = 3 X 1-f 0.
Then,
1 = 7- 2 X 3
1 = 7 - 2 X (10 - 1 X 7) = -2 X 10 + 3 X 7.
From our downward progression we arrive at GCD(10,7) = 1, and then from
our upward progression we find that 1 = -2 x 10 -t- 3 x 7.

Glancing at our definition of modular reciprocal from the last section, the reader
will note that 7~' = 3 in Zio since 7 ® 3 = 1 (mod 10).
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We may now compute

30 7(mod 10) = 307 ^ (mod 10) = 30 3(mod 10) = 9(mod 10).

Therefore.
30 7 = 9(mod 10).

□

Performing modular division is a bit more involved the other modular operators
and in some cases may not be meaningful at all. Had we progressed downward
and the remainder in the second- to- last step (that is, the GCD) been anything
other than 1, we would not have been able to perform modular division. In the
following problem, we will have a chance to see what this looks like.

Example Calculate 7 0 2 in Zio-

Solution We use Euclid’s Algorithm to work our way “down” to GCD(10,2).
We have,
10 = 5 X 2 + 0.
This tells us that GCD(10, 2) = 2, since this is the quotient from the step in
which the remainder is zero. Since 10 and 2 are not relatively prime, there is

□

no solution for 7 0 2 in Z 10-

Although Euclid’s Algorithm provides us with an efficient way to find the inverse
for some a G Z n 1 sometimes we may only want to know if a

-1

exists. We have

seen in Tables 1 and 2 that some elements in Z^ may be invertible while others
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may not be. With the following theorem, though, we will finally have a definitive
way to determine which elements of Z„ are invertible and which are not.

Theorem 11 (Invertible Elements of Z„) Let n G Z with n > 0. Let a G Z^.
Then a is invertible in Z„ if and only if GCD(a,n) = 1; that is, if a and n are
relatively prime.

Proof. Since this theorem contains an “if and only if’ statement we must
prove if a is invertible then a and n are relatively prime and also if a and n are
relatively prime then a is invertible. We will first prove the former.

-1

Let a G Zn be invertible. Then a ^ G Z^ exists, with a® a

= 1 (mod n).

Hence, there exists an integer x such that a x a~^ + nx = 1. By Corollary 10
we see that GCD(a,n) = 1. Therefore, a and n are relatively prime.

Now we must show that if a and n are relatively prime, then a is invertible. Let
a G Z„ and n be relatively prime. By Corollary 10 we can see that GCD(a,n)=l.
So for some t/, z G Z, it is true that ay + nz = 1. Let b = y (mod n). Then, for
some /c G Z, 6 = A:n + ^. Hence y = b - kn. We have
1 = ay + nz = a{b - kn)+nz = ab - akn + nz

= ab + n(z - ak).
Thus, {ab) = 1 (mod n). Thus a is invertible in Z^ and b = a
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-1

gZn ●

□

§3.4 Groups

Before we begin our discussion of public key cryptography, we must define
a crucial algebraic structure; the group. Although groups may at first seem
unrelated to the mathematics we have discussed thus far, when we prove Euler’s
Theorem two ways in the following chapter the group theoretical approach will
be much simpler than the modular arithmetic approach.

Definition 3.16 Cartesian Product

Let A and B be sets. Then the Cartesian product of A and B is written
A X B and

AxB = {{a,b):a^A,beB}.
That is, .4 X B is the set of all ordered pairs that can be formed selecting some
a G A and some b ^ B.

Definition 3.17 OPERATION

A and is
Let A be a set. An operation on A is a function / : A x A
written *. That is, for every (a,6) G A x A, a * & = c G A.
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Definition 3.18 GROUP

Let .4 be a set and let * be an operation on A. Then (G,*) is a group if:

●

ya,b e A.a *b e A.

(Closure)

●

3e6/l9Va€/l.a*e = e*a = n.

(Identity)

●

'^a e A,3b e A3 a*b = b*a = e.

(Inverse)

●

Va, b, c E A.{a ^ b) * c — a * {b * c).

(Associative)

Note: In a group, only one element can be the identity. However, elements
within a group may not share air inverse (we will prove these two statements
in the following lemnra).

Lemma 12

Let (.4,*) be a group. Then for every element a E A, a ^ is

unique. Also, there exists only one identity element in {A,*).

Proof. First we will show that each element has a unique inverse. Let a e A.
Since A is a group, we know a is invertible. Suppose that a has two inverses b
and c witli b # c. Then it is true that
a*b = b*a = e

and

a*c = c*a = e

where e is the identity element of A. We also know that A is associative, so it
must also be true that
b *(a * c) — (b * a) * c
b* e — e*c
b = c.
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This is a contradiction since we have supposed that b

-U.

c. Thus, if (A,*) is a

group, every element of .4 has a unique inverse.

Now we will show that a group can have only one identity element. Let (A,*)
be a group. Suppose this group contains two distinct identity elements e and
e'. Then.
e=e*e — e.

This contradicts our assumption that e and e' are distinct. Thus, {A,*) contains

□

only one identity element.

While there are many set- operator pairings that do not form groups, for in
stance (N, -^), since 5

2 is not in N, and (N, -h), since no element is invertible,

other commonly encountered set- operator pairs do.

For instance, the inte

gers under addition, (Z, -t-) is a group. Another equally intriguing, though less
obvious, group is (Sn,°), the permutations on a set {1,2, 3, . . . , n} under the
composition operator. Although much can be said about this group, discussing
(N,i,o) would send us in a wrong direction.

Now, this section follows our discussion of Zn and the modular operators for a
reason; for some values of n, Z n and certain modular operators form groups.

Lemma 13

Proof.
Z,, . a©

For every positive integer n, (Z„,0) is a group.

Let n be a positive integer.

(Z„,©) is closed because for all a, 6 G

= (a + h) (mod n) G Z„. In (Z„, ©), 0 is the identity element since for

all a G Z„.uGO = (n-t-O) (mod n) = a. In (Z
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), every element has an inverse

since for all a G Z„, there exists some b E Zn such that a Q b — 0 (mod n).
? we have
Finally, we can see that (Z„,©) is associative because for a,b,c E Zn.

(a 0 5)0 c = (a + b)(mod n)

c (mod n) = (a + + c)(mod n)

and

a 0(b © c) = n (mod n)+ (b + c)(mod n) = (a + b + c)(mod n).
IS a

Therefore (a Q b) ® c = a Q {b ^ c). Thus, the set- operator pair (Z^, ©) i

□

group.

Unfortunately, the set- operator pair (Z„, ©) is never a group- for every value
of n, 0 G Zn is not invertible. Even when we remove zero from Z„,(we write the
resulting set Z„ \ {0}), (Z„ \ {0}, 0) does not always form a group. Why is this
true?

We can see that Z„ \ {0} is alw’ays closed, since for a, b G Z„ \ {0}

a 0 b = [a (mod n) x h (mod n)] = ab (mod n).
W'e also know that 0 is associative in Z n:. since for a,b,c E Zn- we have

(tt 0 b) 0 c = [(a X b) (mod n)] x c (mod n) = (a x b x c) (mod n)
and

a 0 (b 0 c) = a (mod n) x [(b x c) (mod n)] = (a x b x c) (mod n).

Therefore (a 0 b) 0 c = a 0 (b 0 c). We can see that for every value of ru 1 will
be the identity element since for a E Zn \ {0}, a 0 1 = a. This brings us to the
inverse.
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In performing modular division, we also needed the inverse and we tweaked
Euclid's Algorithm to help us find it. The “modular division" inverse is in fact
the same one we are looking for in (Z„\ {0},®). since for an invertible element
-1

i)GZ„.a3ti = a®6

where

-1

= 1. We also discovered that in Z„, 6 € Zn

is invertible if and only if GCD(n..6) = 1. Thus, when n is prime, we can see
that every element of Z^ \ {0} = 1, 2, 3,...,(n — 1) is relatively prime to (does
not divide into) n and therefore must have an inverse in Zn \ {0}- However,
when n is composite, for some element of a G Zn \ {0},GCD(n,a) ^ 1, which
means that n will not be invertible in Z„ \ {0}. From this, one may have the
following idea.

Lemma 14

If p > 1 is prime, then (Zp \ {0}, ®) is a group.

Proof. Let p > 1 be prime. We already know that (Zp \ {0},®) is closed,
associative, and contains the identity element 1. In (Zp \ {0}, ®), we also know
that every element is invertible because for all a G Zp \ {0}, GCD(a,p) =
-1

1. Thus each element a G Zp \ {0} has an inverse a
a ® a

G Zp \ {0} such that

-1

= 1 (mod p). Thus for a prime p, (ZpjO},®) is a group.

Lemma 15

□

IS

If n is a positive integer and n is composite, then (Z„ \ {0},®) i

not a group.

Proof. Let n be a positive composite integer. Then for some nontrivial a G
\ {()}. GCD(a. n) > 1. Thus n and a are not relatively prime. Therefore, a
is not invertible in Z„ \ (U[. Hence, (Z„ \ {0}.®) is not a group
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From the latter lemma we can see that if we wish to construct a group
(Z„ \ {0}.0) our choices for n are limited. However, if we remove all elements
of a set

\ {0} that are not relatively prime to n, the remaining elements of

\ {0} will be invertible.

Definition 3.19 Z’

Let n be a positive integer. Then the set Z* = {a G Z„ ; GCD(n,a) = 1}.

Since the set Z* contains only elements relatively prime to n. every element of
Z* is invertible. Now we will show that (Z*,0) is a group.

Lemma 16 (Z*,0) is a group.

Proof. Since GCD(l,n) = 1, we know that 1 G Z*. For all a G Z*, a 0 1 —
(a X 1)(mod n) = a, so 1 is the identity element of Z*.

Next we must show that the set Z* is closed under 0. Let s, t G Z*. Thus both
s and t are relatively prime to n. Since GCD(s,n) = 1 and since GCD(L n) = L
there exist w, x, y.z eZ so that

sw + nx = I

and

ty + nz

1.

Since both equations are equal to 1, we can write
1 = [sw + nx)[ty + riz) = {st)[wy) + n[swy)+ n[xty)+ n[xnz)
= {st)[wy) + {n)[swy + xty + xnz\
= [st)X' + (n)F'
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where X\ Y'6 Z. Thus, GCD(n,(st)) = 1. Therefore,

(st) € z;.

We have already seen that ® is eissociative in Z^. The set Z* C Znj so <S> is
associative in Zl.
n

Finally, note that for every a € Z*. GCD(a,n) = 1. Now, by Theorem 11

we

know that every element of Z* is invertible. Thus for all a E Z*, a~^ exists.
Furthermore, we know that
Once more, by Corollary 10 , a
Therefore, for every’ a E Z*.

= a 6 Z* exists, so a”^ is itself invertible.
and n are relatively prime. Thus a~^ G Z*.
E Z* exists.

□

§3.5 Subgroups and LaGrange’s Theorem

In the previous section we saw that (Ze,0) is a group. Let’s construct an
addition table for Zq:
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7

Table 3 Addition in Ze
0

1

9

3

4

5

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

2

3

4

5

0

9

2

3

4

5

0

1

3

3

4

5

0

1

2

4

4

D

0

1

2

3

5

5

0

1

2

3

4

If we examine 0,2 and 4 in the above table, we will note that in Zq these elements
are closed with respect to modular addition. We know that modular addition is
associative, and we also know that 0, which is the identity element in (Zn,©)?
is included in 0,2 and 4. Lastly, we can see that 0©0 = 0 and 2©4 = 4©2 = 0
in Ze, so 0,2 and 4 are all invertible. Therefore, {0,2,4} forms a group with
tlie addition rnodulo 6 operator. This leads us to the following definition.

Definition 3.20 SUBGROUP

Let H C A. If (H,*) is also a group, we then say that {H,*) is a subgroup of
(A,.).

Hence, if we let H = {0.2,4} C Ze

we have just shown that (iL, ©) is a

subgroup of (Ze,©). Note that H has three elements. We can also see that
Z(^ contains 6 elements, and 3 obviously divides 6. However, is it always true
that, for some subgroup (//,*) of(A,*), the size of H divides the size of A? To
answer this question, w'e must first state some definitions.
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Definition 3.21 ORDER

For a set H. the order of H refers to the number of elements in H. The order
of H is written \H\.

Definition 3.22 Left Coset

Let {H.*) be a subgroup of of (f1. *). Then a left coset of H is

aH = {a * h : h G H} for every a E A.

Please note that a left coset simply takes one element from A and then * s this
element with every element of H. Hence, for a subgroup {H,*) of (f1. *); there
are |H| left cosets of H.

Theorem 17 (LaGrange's Theorem) Let {H,*) be a subgroup of a finite group
(A,*). Then \H\ divides |H|.

Proof. Here is our strategy'. First, we want to show that for a subgroup {H,+)
of (H,*), for every a G .4, \H\ = |aiJ|. Once we do this, we will then want to
show that none of these left cosets of H overlap. Lastly, we will need to show
that for every a G A, there exists some a'H such that a G a'H. This will tell us
that for some subgroup {H,*), all left cosets of H are the same size as H, and
that all these left cosets of H cover distinct, equal- sized portions of A. Our
last objective just makes certain that every element of A is covered by some
left coset of H; that is. that our “covering” is complete.
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We must first show that if \H\ = k, then every left coset of H also contains
k elements. The best way to accomplish this task is to show that, for every
n G .4. there exists a one- to- one, onto function mapping H onto aH. Let
a E A. Define a function

aH.
Suppose /(hi) = fih-2)- Then, ahi = aho - Since every element of

is invertible,

we have
a-1 ah-i = a ^ah-2
h\ =■ ho.
Thus, / is one- to

one. To sec that / is onto, let b G aH. Hence, there exists

some h' ^ H such that b = ah'. Hence, f(h') = b. Therefore, / is onto. We now
know that if \H\ = k. then every left coset of H contains k elements.

Now we want to show that for a, a' G .4, aH and a'H are either equal or they
have no elements in common. If we can show that aH C a'H and a'H C aH,
we can move on to our last step. Suppose that aH n a'H is not empty. Then
there exists some b such that b = ah

1

= a'h-2. Hence,

a
so
since hoh

-1
1

ah = a'h2h~^h G a'H,

h E H. Hence. aH C a'H. Similarly, we can see that a'H Q aH.

Therefore, aH ~ a'H.

To finish this proof we must only show that for every a G A, there exists some
H such that a G aH. Let a G .4. Then a = ae G aH, since every H contains e,
the identity element of (^4,*). Therefore, if {H,*) is a subgroup of (^4,*) and

□

if !iLj = A.-, then k divides |.4I .
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In our next chapter, we will want to apply a corollary of LaGrange's Theorem
to form the basis of an incredibly simple and straightforward proof of Euler's
Theor('m. However, before we can do so we must provide another definition
of order. Although this may seem a bit confusing, please let this new defi
nition sink in because it will help us lay the ground work for our corollary to
LaGrange's Theorem.

Definition 3.23 ORDER

For a group (.4. ^4. we say that a G A has order k provided k is the smallest
nonnegative integer such that
k
a"
= e.

Corollary 18

(Corollary of LaGrange’s Theorem) Let {A,*) be a finite group

and let a G A. Then the order of a divides |A|.

Proof. We want to show that the set of all nonnegative powers of a up to
k forms a k- element subgroup of (A,*). Then we will know, by LaGrange's
Theorem, that this k divides |A|. Let a G A have order k. Then
1

H = (a,aC a“,..., a^}
= {e,a,a\a‘^ ,

. . . 5

a fc-i }●

H is closed because for every ai,a2■2 e H. ai * 02 e H. Clearly * is associative
in H, since * is associative in A. The identity element e is in H since e = a' G
II. Lastly, every element of H is invertible since there exist integeis s.t with
0 < ,s. t < k such that s + t = k, which implies that
= e.

a° * a' = a
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Therefore, we have shown that {H.*) is a subgroup of (/I,*). Since |iJ| = k,
we know that k divides 1.4|. which was to be proved.

Corollary 19

□

(Second Corollary of LaGrange's Theorem) For a finite group

(.4, *). if o G ^ then
a !--'l = e e .4.

Proof. Let a G .4 have order k. Clearly, [Tj is a multiple of k\ that is, there
exists some integer j such that jk= |A| . Therefore,

=

= {ey = e.

□
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Chapter 4
The Mathematics Behind RSA

§4.1 Ferm.\t and his Little Theorem

In a letter written in 1640 to fellow mathematician Marin Mersenne, Pierre
cle Fermat describes a peculiar pattern he has discovered working with 2“ , for
n = 1. 2, 3. 4,... In this letter Fermat makes three assertions for which he pro
vides no proof, though he assures Mersenne that he has proved all. Pierre de
Fermat certainly understands the profundity of his discoveries, as he notes of his
assertions "I could call them the foundations of the invention of perfect num
bers." Little could Pierre de Fermat have known, however, that some 330 years
later his work with these so- called “perfect numbers” would form the basis of
the cipher system we utilize to protect electronically transferred information.
I'here are now quite a few different proofs of Fermat’s three assertions, which
Reader s Note: The perfect numbers Fermat mentions in his letter to IVIersenne
are different from perfect numbers we know of today. By definition, a natural
number is perfect it is equal to the sum of its divisors; for instance, 6 = 1
and 28= l-|-2F4-f-7-bl4 are perfect numbers.
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2-b3

are now jointly referred to as Fermat’s Little Theorem; this text will include
two such proofs.^

Theorem 20 (Fermat's Little Theorem) Let p be prime and let x G Z with
X > 0 such that x is not a multiple of p. Then

x^ = X (mod p).

First we will include the classical induction on the base proof attributed to
iler that utilizes the Binomial Theorem.

Proof. (Euler) Let p be prime and let x G Z with x > 0.

Base Case: Let x = 1. We have

P = 1 = 1 (mod p).
Thus the theorem is true for x = 1.

Now, suppose that for some positive integer k,

= k (modp).

To complete the induction proof, we must now show that the condition holds
for A; + 1. However, we must first define “combination” and we must then prove
the Binomial Theorem.
^ An English translation of Fermat’s letter to Mersenne can be found in [4].
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Definition 4.24 (COMBINATION)

Let n. k G N. Then to describe the number of k— element subsets of an n—
element set we write
n

n!

k

k\{n-k)\'

Lemma 21 (Binomial Theorem) For all n 6 Z with n > 0,
n

n

(.r + 1)

n
X

n

n- 1

n\

+● ■ ●+

V

\n — 1

X+

n

0

Proof. This proof utilizes induction on n. For n = 1, we can see that
/I

(x + 1)^ = X + 1 =

1

X+

Vi

0

Suppose that
n

/n

n

X'^ +

(x + 1)

X

n—1

n

n

vv

X+

0

Then, for ?i + 1. we have,
n\

n+l

{x + 1)

=(x+ l)(a: + D" =(x+1)

n
x” H

1-

1

X+

n\

\

Thus we can see that, in order to find the coefficient of x^ for some integer
0 < A: < n. we will have to add the coefficients from the

and the

terms

of (x + 1)^. This is because, for(x+ l)(x + I)"", there are two products that give
x^; 1 ●

X^

= x^ and X

● X

=x

fc-i

Now, the sum of the x* and x

coefficients

of (x + 1)'^ is
fn\
\kj

n

k-lj
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i

Pascal's Identity states that
n

Vi +1
k

+ fn

k -IJ ' \k

n+l :
IS

Thus, by Pascal's identity, the coefficient of the

term of (a;+ 1)

/n + 1
\ k

/ n
\/c - 1
Therefore
n+l _

(^+1)

+1

x"+l + - -.+

\Tl + 1

n+1
n+1
/n + 1 fc
X+
x" + ● ● ● +
0
1
A:

□

Returning to our proof of Fermat’s Little Theorem, we now must manipulate
the {k + 1) term to arrive at {k + 1)p = /c + 1 (mod p). We have

(/c + l)^ = fP'\ ^fP\i^ fP\

W

W

+●●●+

W

P

^

(p- i)y

A;P.

7

From our definition of combination, we can see that

fp\
Voy

fp\
\pj

piI
0!(p!)

= 1

( since 0! = 1).

Note that these two combinations equal one since the p! in the denominator
cancels the p! in the numerator. However, all of the coefficients of the terms
between the k^ and k^ terms are multiples of p since their denominators lack
p. That is, the coefficient of k^~^ is
P

p!

P-J

jKp-y)-'

(0 < j < p).

Hence, if 0 < y < p, then the (p — j)! term of the denominator lacks

p ● (p - 1) ● ● ● (p - A: + 1)
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and thus the p in the numerator will not cancel. Hence, we have
/T)\

●+

V
k+
0
(fc+l)P=(Pj + \V

●+

=1 (

w k+

P
-1

Vp-V

+ 'v\

F-'+ k”

(t)

= 1 + fcP (mod p)

From our definition of modular addition, we see that (f) gives

1 (modp)+ k^ (modp).

\Vf- have supposed that k^ = k (mod p), so combining this with (f) and (\)

(«

we

arrive at

(A; + 1)P = 1 (mod p)+P(mod p) = {k + 1)(mod p).

Thus if p is prime and /c is a positive integer that is not a multiple of p,

k^ = k (mod p).

□

Euler s proof is elegant but rather complex; fiddling with combinations can be
a bit tricky. However, in the mathematical appendix of Codes and Ciphers,
author Robert Churchhouse provides another, simpler proof. I must note that
Mr. Churchhouse does not mention who originally offered this proof of Fermat s
Little Theorem, although Wilson utilized modular residues of the set Zp to prove
his namesake theorem (which we come to shortly).
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Proof. (Wilson, Churchhouse)Let p be prime and let A: be a positive integer
that is not a multiple of p. For all n E Zp \{0}, n does not divide p. That is to
say that all of the remainders, or “residues,” (mod p) are relatively prime to p.

If we multiply each of these residues by fc, we get the sequence

/c,2/c,3/c,...,(p-l)fc.

Suppose now, for the sake of contradiction, that two of these residues multiplied
by k are equivalent modulo p. That is, for some X,V E Zp \{0} with X

Xk = Yk (mod p) => Xk -Yk = 0(mod p) => k{X - 7) = 0(mod p).

For this product to be equivalent to zero (mod p), it must be true that either
k or X - y is a multiple of p. Since we chose a k that is not a multiple of p,
it must be true that X — Y is a multiple of p. However, since 0 < X — V < P,
X — Y cannot be a multiple of p. This is a contradiction. Hence, each element of
the sequence k,2k,3/c,...,(p - l)fc is a distinct residue of p (just out of order).

If we multiply the numbers of this sequence together, we have

k- 2/c. 3A: ● ● .(p - l)k =

[(p - 1)!] =(p - 1)!(mod p).

Thus.
k^P

[{p - 1)!] =(p - 1)!(modp).

If we multiply both sides of this equivalence by (p — 1) , we arrive at

(p - l)/c^P"^^ [(p - 1)!] = (p - l)(p - 1)!(mod p).
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(t)

However, in Zp \{0} we know that 1 and (p- 1) are their own inverses but the
inverse of every other element in Zp \{0} is less than (p — 1) and greater than
1.^ Hence.

(p - l)(p - 1)! H (p - l)[(p - 1)(1)(1) ● ● ● (1)1 (mod p)= 1 (mod p).

Therefore, from (f) we have
(p -

[(p - 1)!] =(p - l)(p - 1)!(mod p)
= 1 (mod p).

□

At face value Fermat’s Little Theorem may seem useless. After all, FLT only
provides us with a ready answer to a problem in which we are asked to raise
a positive integer to some power one less than a prime; we know that, as long
as a and p are relatively prime, the solution is one more than a multiple of pHowever, what do you suppose we know about some number n if, when some
positive integer t is relatively prime to n,

^ 1 (mod n)? By Fermat’s Little

Theorem, we know that n is not prime. Thus, Fermat’s Little Theorem can be
used to determine whether a given number is composite!

^ We will further explore this phenomenon in our proof of Wilson s Theorem.
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Corollary 22

(Fermat’s Prime Test) If, for some natural number n, there

exists a positive integer x such that

X” ^ ^ 1 (mod n),

then n is composite.

Note that this test cannot be used to show that an integer is prime. In Chapter
6. we will return to Fermat's prime test and discover why it can only be used
to show compositeness.

Example Is 1023 prime?

Solution If 1023 is prime, then it must be true that for any number a that
1022

is not a multiple of 1023, then a

= 1 (mod 1023). On a pocket calculator

these calculations are impossible without some clever arithmetic. Recall that
we may take the modulus at any time in our calculations. Instead of trying to
compute

and then dividing the result by 1023, notice that 2^° = 1024 =

1 (mod 1023). Using this, we can see that

21022 =

X

X 2'° X 2^

Now, since 2^0 = 1024 = 1 (mod 1023), we can take the modulus term by term
as follows:
21022 = (210)100 ^ (210)2 ^ 22
100 X
(1 (mod 1023))2 x (4(mod 1023))

= (1 (mod 1023))
= 4(mod 1023).

Thus. 1023 is not prime because 2

1022

^ 1 (mod 1023).
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□

In this example, note that although we were able to determine that 1023 is not
prime Fermat's Little Theorem provides no indication of its factors. However,
we have nonetheless determined that 1023 is composite. Had we instead tried
to arrive at the same conclusion using trial divisions, we would have had to test
all primes up to \/l023 ~ 31. While 11 trial divisions might not take very much
time, had we attempted to show that a thirty digit number is composite, we
would have significantly more trial divisions to perform. Also, we chose to use
2^° because this number leaves remainder one when divided into 1023, so every
power of this number must also leave remainder one when divided into 1023.
However, oftentimes it works better to use powers of two, so that the exponent
is spit into a collection of numbers of the form 2*^, n € N, so that the sum of
the collection is equal to the exponent.

Theorem 23 (Wilson’s Theorem) If p is prime, then

(p - 1)! =(p-1)(modp)

<1^

(p-1)! =-1 (modp).

Proof. Let p be prime. Note that all arithmetic in the (Wilson, Churchhouse) proof of Fermat's Little Theorem is performed in (Zp \ {0},<8>). This
set- operator pair surely forms a group since p is prime. Thus, for all a ^
Zp \ {0}, there exists some b e Zp\ {0} so that a®b = b®a=l (mod p).
-1

Hence, if we examine the elements of Zp \ {0}, for every a 6 Zp \ {0}, a
exists. Recall that not only does each element of Zp \ {0} have an inverse

m

Zp \ {()}, but this inverse is unique.

Before we continue, there are two elements we must examine. First, note that in
Zp\{0}. 1

-1

= 1 since 1 ® 1 = 1- Next, note that in Zp\{0}.(p~ 1) ^
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since
(p - 1) X (p - 1) = p2 _ 2p 4-1 = p(p - 2)+ 1 = 1 (mod p).
However, for every element a eZp\ {0} besides 1 and (p - 1), it is true that
-1

6{2,3,4,...,(p-3),(p-2)}.

W’e are trying to show that (p - 1)! = -1 (modp). Let’s look at

(p-l)!=(p-l)(p-2)(p-3)- . -(3)(2)(l).

We know that we can pair off each element {2,3,4,... ,(p — 3),(p — 2)} with its
respective inverse that is also in {2,3,4,...,(p - 3),(p - 2)}. We then have a
total of

products that are equivalent to 1 modulo p. However, we left out

1 and (p - 1). Thus, when we multiply the inverse pairs by 1 and (p - 1), we
arrive at

(p- 1)! =(1)^ X (1) X (p- 1) =(p- 1) = -1 (modp).

□

In Theorem 23 , we encounter the idea that for some prime p, all elements of
Zp \ {0} are relatively prime to p. Euler defined his ^-function to be the number
of positive integers less than or equal to a given integer that are relatively prime
to this integer. That is, 0(n) = \En\ where

En = [a\^ <a <n and GCD(a,n) = 1}.

Thus, if n is prime, 0(n) = n — 1. If n is composite, we have our work cut out
for us because we are forced to find all prime factors of n and also find all of
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the multiples of these factors that ai'e less than n. Once we have accompHshed
this task, we will then be able to compute

Try it yourself; what is 6(18)?

Since E\s = {1, 5. 7,11.13.17}, we can see l^isj = 6. As we count up to 18,
we remo\-e not only the prime factors of 18 but also any multiples thereof. As
the n increases, so does the difficulty of accurately removing multiples of the
prime factors of n. Fortunately there is an easier way of computing 6(n); we
can use the following formula:

(

W(

1
0(n.) = n 1- —
V
V\)\

1

1\

P2

wh(-i> pi.p-2, ■ ..,pk are the prime factors of n. Now that we have a formula for
computing Euler's function (also called Euler's Totient) we can approach Euler’s
generalization of Fermat’s Little Theorem that includes composite moduli.

Theorem 24 (Euler's Theorem) Let n be a positive integer and let x be
relatively prime to n. Then

j.4>{n) ^ (mod n).

Proof. Let n be a positive integer and let x be relatively prime to n. Fu'St
we will need to examine some of the characteristics of the elements of Enclaim that if a,6 £ En 1 then their product ab E En- Note that any factor of ab
must be either a factor of a or a factor of b. Since both a and b are relatively
prime to n, we know that ab cannot have any factors in common with n. Lienee
ah e En- Also, we claim that if a, ab E En, then b E En- Suppose that b is not
in En- Then b and n must share a nontrivial factor. Llowever, 6 is a factor of
ab. so ab and n. must share a nontrivial factor. Thus ab is not an element of
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E„. This contradicts our claim, so our supposition must be false. Hence, if a
and

G E-n, then so is h.

As we showed in (Wilson, Churchhouse) proof of FIT, we can once again
show that if we multiply all of the elements of En by any number relatively
prime to n and take this product modulo n, we will end up with the product
of all of the elements of En, except in a different order, modulo n. To see
this, suppose a.b E En with a ^ b. Let D be relatively prime to n. Suppose
aD ~bD (mod n). Then

aD — bD = 0(mod n), so D{a — 6) = 0(mod n).
Note that D is relatively prime to n and 1 — n < {a - b) < n - 1. However,
a —b ^ 0, and 0 is the only multiple of n between 1 — n and n — 1. Hence (a — b)
does not divide n. This is a contradiction. Thus, if we multiply each element
of En by any number relatively prime to n, the product will be a rearranged
product of the terms of En ● Since x is relatively prime to n, if we multiply each
element of En by x, we end up with
[.t(Pi)] X [x(p2)l ● ■ ● X[x{pk)] =

X P2 X ■ ● ● X pfc

= [pi X P2 ■ ● ● xpfc](mod n). (f)
From (t), w^e pair off each element with its inverse inside the square brackets
to arrive at
X0{n) Pi X p2 X ■ ■ ■ X ph] = \pi y< P2 X ■ ■ ■ X pk](mod n)
= [1 X 1 X ● ■ ● X 1](mod 7i)
= 1 (mod n).
W’e now know that

X p2 X ■ ■ ● X p;.] = 1 (mod n).
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However, it is also true that

Pi X p2 X ● ● ● X p/.] = 1 (mod n),

so it follows that
X d)(n) = 1 (mod

n)

□

which was to be proved.

In the previous chapter we noted that there is another, simpler proof of Euler's
Theorem that is based on Corollary 19 . Let’s see how this proof works.

Proof. We have already seen that for a positive integer n, (Z*,

is a group.

Clearly, x E Z*. We also know that | Z* | = ^(n). Therefore, by Corollary 19 ,
X <i>{n)

= 1 (mod n).

□

With Theorem 24 in hand, we can make our final descent into the realm of
public key cipher systems.
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Chapter 5
The RSA Method
§5.1 The Premise

We are

already familiar with the pitfalls of e- communication. We realize

that a cipher system suitable for e- commerce must allow for the exposure of
the cipher text and parts of the encryption method to the world at large. I
have mentioned that the Fermat/Euler Theorems form the basis of the RSA
public key cipher system. In the RSA method, the enciphered text is a block
(or blocks) of numbers less than the modulus, and the public components of
the cipher system are the modulus and one of the two cipher keys (we call the
publicly available cipher key the “encipherment” key). Keeping this in mind
as we work through the Rivest, Shamir, Adleman method will help the reader
keep track of “the big picture”.

Lemma 25

For two distinct primes p and q and for an integer x that is

relatively prime to both p and q,

^(p-i)(<7-i)+i =x(mod pq).
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Proof, Let p and q be distinct primes and let x be relatively prime to both p
and q. Using our formula for 0(n), we can evaluate (f>(pq)- Thus,

=(p-l)(g-l) (t).
0(pq)=p<?(l-i)(l-^)
By Theorem 24 and vnth our result from (t), we know that
^0(pq) _

i)(g 1) = 1 (modpg).

Multiplying both sides of the equation by x, we get
X0

= X (mod pq)

X(p-l)(q-l)+l ^ ^(mod

and thus

pq).

□

Corollary 26

For two distinct primes p and q, let x be relatively prime to

both p and q. Then, if /? is a positive integer,
3;^(p-i)(q-i)+i = X {mod pq).

Proof. From Theorem 24 we know that

X (p

Thus, any power of

i)(9 1) = 1 (mod pq).
will be a power of 1 (mod pq). Hence, for any

positive integer /5,
,3(p-i){q-i) ^ ^2)^ {mod pq) = 1 (modp7).
Now, we must multiply both sides of the equivalence by x. This gives
X

^^/^(p-i)(9-i) = ^/3(P-i)(g-i)+i =

0 1 (mod pq) = x (mod pq).

□
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Note that if we have an integer x and we compute

(modpg) we

get x\ In a nutshell, this is how the RSA method works- x represents the text,
the product pq is the modulus. The one difference between this equivalence and
the one Rivest, Shamir and Adleman selected for their cipher system is in the
choice of the exponent. After all, in the RSA cipher system we do not want an
exponent of the form 3{p — l)(q — 1)+ 1. In the following lemma, we shall see
that, with the right choice of exponents, our calculations will be simplified.

Lemma 27

Let p and q be distinct primes and let x be relatively prime to

both p and q. If e and d are integers such that e (g) d = 1 (mod (p — l)(p — l))i
then
x‘^'^ = X (mod pq).

Proof. Since e, d are integers such that e (g) d = 1 (mod {p — l){q - 1)), there
exists an integer /3 such that that

ex d — 3{p - l){q - 1)+ 1.

Notice that in the last line of Corollary 26 , we found that

X

= X (mod pq).

Since ex d = p{p- i){q - 1)+ 1,

= X (modpp).

□
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Now, e and d from Lemma 27 were the values selected by Rivest, Shamir and
Adleman for their encipherment key and decipherment key, respectively. Notice,
however, that ed = de. Thus, in the RSA cipher system, the encipherment key
and the decipherment key are interchangeable! We may now (finally!) define
the RSA cipher system.

Definition 5.25 (Rivest, Sh.VMIR .A.ND AdLEM-\N CIPHER SYSTEM)

Let p and q be distinct primes and let x be a number relatively prime to pq.
Now, let c. d be positive integers relatively prime to (p — l){q — 1) whei'e

e ® d = 1 (mod {p — l)(q — 1)).

The modulus pq and the the encipherment key e are publicly known. Only the
system manager will know the values of the decipherment key d, p and q. To
encipher text, the user must complete the following steps:

(/)

Working from left to right, convert the plaintext into a string of numbers

using a known letter- to- number code, such as ASCII. Call this string x.

(//)

If string X > pq, split x into blocks xi,X2,X3,... ,Xj, working left to right

so that for all indices i, Xi < pq — 1.

(///)

Receive the modulus pq and the encipherment key e from the recipient

of the message.

{IV)

For each block of text■

x^.

compute (xi)^ (mod pq) = C^.

( V ) Send in consecutive order blocks Ci^Co^C-s
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Cj to recipient.

To decipher, the recipient must do the following:

(I)

\\brking from left to right, split the received string into blocks Y\.Y2,

so that each block V' is as large as possible without being greater than pq-l.

{II)

Beginning with Ti and continuing in consecutive order, compute

(h'y (mod pq) = Dj,

for all blocks

{Ill)

...,Yj.

Starting with deciphered block L>i, convert the numbers of the block

back into letters using the understood letter- to- number code system.

NOTE: In their patent, Rivest, Shamir and Adleman say that if the numerical
block representing the plaintext

> pq, then “a conventional blocking means is

utilized to break the message into block words before encoding where each block
word is representative of a number within a specified range.” I chose to use the
same blocks they do, but as long as all users understand how the blocks have
been defined, another method may be employed. See [6] for more information.

By sending the modulus pq and the encipherment key e to a person with whom
one wishes to communicate securely, the cipher system remains secure since the
only way to find the decipherment key d is to know the prime factorization of
pq- As we saw in the introduction this would require a ●‘hacker” to perform
trial divisions until p and q are obtained. Since p and q are primes about 500
digits in length their product pq will be about 1000 digits. Thus, the wouldbe “luK’ker” would have to factorize a 1000 digit number. We have seen that,
even if we utilize the most powerful computers available, current matheiuarii'al
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methods provide no efficient algorithm for factorization. Therefore, we cannot
solve the RSA cipher system using trial divisions.'

This begs the question, How long will the RSA cipher system remain secure
(and how long do we have before internet commerce grinds to a screeching
halt)? The answer is that no one is sure. I am of the opinion that continuing
advances in the field of prime number theory, along with substantial increases in
computing power, may bring obsolescence to the RSA cipher system in the next
centur\'. However, it is entirely possible that mathematicians may never find a
means to factorize large integers. As the years pass, though, mathematicians
and computer scientists should be able to develop and apply a more advanced
cipher system to fill the extraordinary impression left by Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman's cryptographic method.

§5.2 RSA In Action

To

help illustrate how RSA works, we will work a (greatly simplified) RSA

encrypt/decrypt problem.
' W hile I am not a conspiracy theorist, the National Security Agency of the
United States’ government employs many mathematicians, their work entirely
secret.

If NS A researchers have uncovered a method for cracking the RSA

cipher system, we may never learn of their discovery. I am reminded of a
question- and- answer session held in the Spring 2003 by NSA researcher and
Ole Miss alumna Jennifer Fillingim. For every question fielded by Ms. Fillingim
concerning the branches of mathematics she had encountered in her research.
Ms. Fdlingim politely responded “I cannot say.'
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Example Send my mom the message HI MOM using the RSA cipher system.
Let p = 43 and let q = 61.

Solution We first need to calculate the product {p - l){q - 1). We see that
(p - 1)(<7- 1) = (42)(60) = 2520. Now we need to make sure that the recipient,
my mother, has decided on a decipherment key d. Mom has selected d = 11.
which is relatively prime to (p -!)((/- 1) = (42)(60) = 2520.

NO IE: We are going to play this run- through “face up.” Normally, the recip
ient would not reveal their choice of d, p or q.

Now, my mother must determine what value of e we will need to encode. To
do this, she uses Euclid's Algorithm. Since we know that GCD(2520,11)=1, it
follows that lie -h 2520.T = 1. Thus.
2520 = 229 X 11 -r 1
1 = 1 X 2250 - 229 x 11.
Hence, e = -229. However, e must be positive, so we find

e = -229 = 2291 (mod 2520).

We would have our work cut out for us trying to compute something raised to
the 2291 power on

pocket calculator; fortunately, we have a JAVA program

named “PowerMod” that utilizes a method of splitting the exponent into a
product of powers of two that will help us. The program code can be found
in the appendix. Returning to our example, my mom sends us the modulus,
P9 = 2623, and the encipherment key, e = 2291. We must now convert our
plaintext message into a string of numbers.
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If we let A= 01, B= 02,..

Z= 26, and [space]=27, then our message block

becomes 090627131513. We must split this number into blocks, each of which
i.s less than pq = 2623. This gives .x’l — 906, X2 = 271, X3 = 315 and X4 - 13.
2291

Now, we must compute (.r,j)

(mod 2623) =

With the help of the

■●PowerMod" program, we now have C\ = 2614, C2 = 1674, C3 = 1787 and
C-i = 169. We then send my mom the string 261416741787169.

When my mother receives 261416741787169, she first splits the enciphered text
into blocks that are as large as possible but still less than the modulus, pq —
2623. This gives the to- be- deciphered blocks D\ = 2614,192 = 1674, £>3 =
1(87 and D4 = 169. Now mom will compute {DnY^ (mod 2623) = x„. This
gives the original blocks, ,Ti = 906, xo

- 271, X3 = 315 and X4 = 13. She will

now have to write the blocks as a string, beginning with the X\ block. This
gives 90627131513. Since our letter- to- number code only allows for numbers
between 1 and 27, the first letter must be 09, not 90. So, working from left to
right, my mother gets the following message: HI MOM!

□

As you can see, the RSA method requires some heavy- duty calculations, but
with the help of a computer these calculations can be performed rapidly. This
is true because we only need modular multiplication and “regular” addition and
subtraction. Thus, with a program designed to perform Euclid’s Algorithm and
a “PowerMod

program, anyone can use the RSA cipher system (providing he

or she does not violate copyright laws in the process).
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Chapter 6
Prime Generating Methods
§6.1 Wh.at does prime gener.\ting have to do with RSA?

I

one sentence, prime generating has everything to do with the RSA cipher

system. Although in our example of encryption utilizing the RSA method
we selected primes less than 100 which could be found by performing a small
number of trial divisions, finding two distinct primes about 500 digits in length
is not as easy. However, any time the RSA cipher system is applied such primes
must be found. On top of that, the system monitor will most likely want to
change these primes often in case there is a shady character “on the inside”
willing to compromise the security of the cipher system by revealing either p
or q. Thus, generating large primes is paramount to the implementation of the
RSA cipher system.

§6.2 I THOUGHT YOU SAID TH.AT NUMBER WAS PRIME!

In our discussion of Fermat’s Little Theorem, we found that if p is prime and
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X is a positive integer that is not a multiple of p, then

X p-i

= X (mod p)

= 1 (mod p).

Using this theorem, we decided that we could determine whether a given number
was prime or composite. Unfortunately, this is not 100 percent true.

Carmichael numbers are composites that satisfy Fermat’s Little Theorem.
Hence, if c is a Carmichael number and if x is relatively prime to c, then

X

c-l

= 1 (mod c).

There are not many Carmichael numbers, but the fact that there are at least a
few means we have to learn how to distinguish them from primes.

While this task may seem daunting, distinguishing Carmichael num.bers from
primes is not very difficult; we must only add one extra condition to Fermat’s
Little Theorem.

Theorem 28 Let p be a prime. Let c G Z with c > 0 and with GCD(p,c)=l.
Let r and t be integers such that r is the largest integer satisfying p-l = 2''L
Then either
(/)

= 1 (mod p) or

(//) c^ ‘

— 1 (mod p) for some n where 0 < n < r.

Proof. Examining Fermat’s Little Theorem we see that if p is prime then
= 1 (mod p). Now, let j be the smallest integer such that

= 1 (modp);

that is, let j be the order of c ‘modulo p. Thus j|(p - 1). If j\t, then it must be
true that c*‘ = 1 (mod p), so condition (/) is met.
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Consider, now, what happens in the event that j does not divide t. Since
we defined p — \ = 2’'t, we know that t must be odd. If t were even, then
P- 1

0r+ 1

(4) but r + 1 > r, and we chose r to be the largest integer

satisfying p — 1 = 2^t. Thus, if j does not divide t, it must be true that j is
even. Hence, for some k E Z. j — 2k. We have

(p = C“^' =

Now,

- 1 (mod p).

^ 1 (mod p) because k < j and we have supposed that j is the order

of c (mod p). Therefore, c*-' = — 1 (modp), so that

(c^')“ = (-1)^ = 1 (modp).

To finish this proof, we must only let k = 2’^v, where v is an odd positive integer.
Since t is odd, v t, so for some odd integer I, t

= Iv. Note that 0 < n < r

because if n > r it would force 2k = j to be larger than (p — 1), contradicting
our supposition that j is the order of c (mod p). Therefore,

(-1) = (-1)' = {c^y = c"' =

(modp).

□

Since we now know that there are composite numbers with certain prime num
ber characteristics, we must update our terminology. As we can see, Theorem 28
provides us with an excellent tool for determining primality- we must only find
r and t, and then check to make sure that either (J) or (II) is satisfied. When
an integer satisfies (/) or (//) for a given value of c, we call this prime a strong
pseudoprime base c. Formally, we define a strong pseudoprime as follows:
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Definition 6.26 (STRONG PSEUDOPRIME Base c)

Let q E 1^. Let g — 1 = 2’'t for some odd integer t and for some r > 1. Now, let
c be relatively prime to g. If
(7)

= 1 (mod g) or,
on

{ID
we

D

= — 1 (mod n),for some integer 0 < n < r, then

say that g is a strong pseudoprime base c.

Corollary 29

If p is prime and if x is relatively prime to p, then p is a

strong pseudoprime base x for all such values of x.

Corollary 30

If n is an integer and there exists some value of x relatively

prime to n so that n is not a strong pseudoprime base x, then n is not prime.

Based on Corollary 29 and Corollary 30 , determining whether a given integer is
prime by confirming that this integer is a pseudoprime to any base might seem
difficult. However, prime number theorists C. Pomerance, J. Selfridge, and S.
Wagstaff have determined that only a few bases must be checked depending on
the size of the number in question.

These researchers began by taking a list of all numbers up to a given value n.
Then, they constructed programs that removed from the list all numbers up to

n

that were not strong pseudoprimes base two. Three was then used as base, and
all integers up to n that did not meet either condition (7) or (77) of Theorem 28
were thrown out. After repeating this process with several bases, Pomerance,
Selfridge and Wagstaff compared their modified list with that of known primes
up to n. Sure enough, after running several consecutive “sieves," only primes
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remained in their modified list. The following theorem specifies what bases
must be tested for probable- primes less than 10^^ (For more information, see

[2! or [7]).

Theorem 31 (Strong Pseudoprime Sieve)

o If n < 1,373,653 and if n is a strong pseudoprime base 2 and 3, then n is
prime.

c If

< 25,326,001 and if n is a strong pseudoprime base 2, 3 and 5 then n is

prime.

o If n < 118,670,087,467 and if n

3,215,031,751 and if n is a strong pseu

doprime base 2, 3, 5 and 7 then n is prime.

o If n < 2,152,302,898,747 and if n is a strong pseudoprime base 2, 3, 5, 7,
and 11 then n is prime.

o If n < 1,000,000,000,000 and if n is a strong pseudoprime base 2, 13, 23,
and 1662803 then n is prime.

Now that we know how to determine whether a given integer is prime, we may
begin to talk about generating large primes.

§6.3 Pocklington’s Idea, Ninety Years Later

In Mr. Pocklington’s March 1914 lecture entitled “The Determination of the
Prime or Composite Nature of Large Numbers by Fermat’s [Little] Theorem”
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t

(published in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society), Mr.
Pocklington describes a method for determining primality that “is well adapted
for use with the arithmometer." Had he known what extraordinary advances
lay ahead in the field of digital computing, he may have predicted that one day
mathematicians would construct a prime generating algorithm based upon his
method.

Theorem 32 (Pocklington 1914) Let N be an integer and let p be a prime
I

divisor of N — 1. Let x G Z, where

x‘~^ ^ = 1 (mod n)

and

GCD(2: p

— 1, A") = 1.

Then, every prime divisor of N is of the form jp° + 1 where j E Z and a is the
largest power of p which divides TV — 1.

Proof. Let N be a large integer. Let p be a prime divisor of A — 1 such that
a

N ~l=p

■ P2 ■ P3 ■ ■ - Pj- Let X e Z, where
.v-i

X

= 1 (mod n)

and

GCD(a: p

— l,iV) — 1-

We want to show that every prime divisor of N is of the form

+ 1, where

o is the largest power of p such that p°" divides A' — 1-

Let q be a prime divisor of N and let e be the ordei of x (mod q). That is, e
is the smallest integer such that x^ = 1 (mod q). Since q is prime, by Feimat s
Little Theorem we know that

= 1 (mod q). However, since e is the

smr
v-allest integer satisfying this congruence, e\{q-l).
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Since GCD(j- p

— 1,.V) = 1, e cannot divide

. We know this to be true

since q\N. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that e|

■ This implies

(.V - 1'

that .r

= 1 (mod q). meaning that there is some integer k so that
t .V - n

.r

p

(.v-n
,
X p - 1 = kq.

= kq + 1

Therefore. GCD(.r p' - 1..V) = GCD{kq.N) > 1. This contradicts our suppo.'^ition. Iherefore, e does not divide

Since c does not divide

p

= p

Q-l

(■V-l)

p

■ P2 ■ ps ■ ■ ■ Pi, we know that p does not

a —I
divide (.v-i)
p will
. Note that unless, in dividing N - 1 by e, we cancel p
e

still be able to divide

. Therefore, p

of r. However, since e does not divide

must be part of the fac torization

(A--1)

P

c must contain at least one more p tlian
This implies that for some integer j,
of A' must be of the form

a—1

Q-l

=P

■P2-P3- - -Pi we know that

Hence, p° e. Thus,

{q - !)■

+ 1 = q. Since q N, all prime divisors

+ 1. which was to be proved.

Note: If for tv = 1 and j = 1 we fi nd that p^j 4-1 > '/N, wc have proved that

□

A’ is prime.

Example Apply Theorem 32 to construct a prime A such that 10831 is a prime
factor of N - 1.

Solution Our first objective is to locate an integer A that might be prime. To
do so we must fi nd a product of primes whose ones- digit is even (so that N
will be odd). Suppose we let

- 1 := 2^ X 3 X 5 X 10831.

7(3

Thus N = 1299721. We must now select a base; 2 will suffice. Note that
{N — l)/p = 1299720/10831 = 120 will be our exponent. Let’s now check to
make sure that 2^^“^ = 1 (mod n). We have

21299720 = 1 (mod 1288720).

Since N = 1299721 satisfies the first condition of Theorem 32 , we must nowfind
GCD(2^20 _

;^299721).

Using Euclid’s Algorithm, we see that

GCD(2^20 _

1299721) = 1.

By Theorem 32 , we know that every prime factor of 1299721 must be of the
form 10831/c + 1 for some positive integer k. However, since

Vn = \/120 X 10831 + 1 < V10831 x 10831 = 10831

we have in fact shown that 1299721 is prime.

□

In the above example, we made sure that our largest prime factor of iV - 1 was
raised to the first power. This helped us a bit, because after we found a base
satisfying both conditions of Theorem 32 , we were able to conclude that all
prime factors of N were of the form 1083A: + 1 for A: G N; we did not have to
consider any other powers of 10831.

This method, which will be stated as a theorem shortly, is well suited for use
as a prime- generating algorithm implemented on a computer. We begin by
programming the computer to accept an input prime p and then to generate a
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random positive even integer k with k <p. Then we let iV = pA:+ 1. For some
specified base x we instruct the computer to compute

X

N-l

(mod A")

and

GCD(a:^ - 1, AT).

Provided the equivalence is congruent to 1 (mod N) and provided GCD(x*^ —
1, A") = 1, we must then compare p to \/iV, and if p > y/N we know that
N is prime. However, note that since we chose p > fc , we know that y/N =
\/pk + I < yjp X p = p, SO if both conditions of Theorem 32 are met we know
that N must be prime. We can then instruct the computer to display A,or we
can have the computer repeat this process with N as the input prime.

Dr. Denley and I incorporated the above method into our own prime- generat
ing program that utilizes the JAVA Biginteger class, a class containing methods
specifically designed to handle eirbitrary- length integers. The JAVA code for
this program can be found in the appendix.

Theorem 33

Let p > 2 be a prime and let /c be an even integer less than p.

Let N = pk -\- 1. If an integer x relatively prime with N exists so that

= 1 (mod N) and

GCD(i’-l,N)= 1,

then N is prime.

Running our JAVA Biginteger program on an Apple G5 desktop computer,
Dr. Denley and I have rapidly found primes under 100 digits. In minutes our
program found primes roughly 300 digits in length. Then, with this computer
dedicating over 95 percent of its CPU power to our Pocklington program we
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found the following prime, approximately 3800 digits in length, after about 72
hours:
4238106171788348936695902333007215457145942189389087276324
6724442383282568283505486500331607305783407111862279354969
8293872946899008672627096517436031924660174055773220940713
5228559114996990978551836582208915026169583001423782332602
4268080830155184592862785348860529546501111910266172649524
5442234751163269494052474468461267836159953560007677062524
3270427425242664606728292826268983213116383443956712503604
8140720014081630491262319818475155427902882055468070528043
2460324473659297035040498792491007884414117349306199094696
2817456726710131491722489440063547497892992026747708325844
0555929894581651427123864966993900398978491118990316761493
8244274545849075470907397264070518498214868736503870594093
5822399242356769443220596326240908875297497709596974793849
9648386800371317565170915933760376243621282995839025127562
9443538473816785670968399363005596992428350033292997002575
3807927130217985416828321101178705557141382298890536627856
6379624682385220553832308889058972000973310326415234922572
1057892730089356163559106305995452127098847636172857742667
1894588881382554764496295419491963343387299995628900013698
3310963226562465180462329671498288908089645690164016087524

79

3539231612003146533368350946952129516207536880068896191063
5967133832031014993385873475640385581392239465188432671591
7400075674658842444704289040954085038327735858242311806587
4217937328259642014736559929940277794530397615556599373554
7962524541742704384635529776859428877509834297943453219666
0666122963644061648586354407434913925070679615701957941256
0386028268690210822855815643897142426497781638724901045137
3572196385603345802326706238615236882616339296142291422467
9625403364922097196694432735001291739778334501869431123503
9676801319406493189149042354658543383156008060056814197286
3198832492646929219153611523492603964106993302499368334120
5724084494257414809621952904356660034367163478949412768076
2906163497671086825261750480214602366574194633696233554520
9785538627477290906657658349346175915158971682879123147893
8882599428529560888074541695022848142349077621749222759418
0667750806947013346299307140530327145962755672778150390028
8798364918541525614243410718467692154611706959290209316618
7912366611865215959752337390249437250983353119740783100629
2120159187905958798915919127994030610251053713594346908820
6043425138333105125523761899983804700034986867459055218146
9507952772028930837944300134982520848855992483291310861213
6434372279368889135451764873907768835741244948641168414086

80

0413733464S141933864045266420563761085581742S6954762221529
7221794834775633750219202470128855476760933909267157397643
3761585075376679000354269328739145471732952077669608492332
9080746717947846398356968490717526359599568772045620995625
8320753169065305922102315700979835369992506558866052580257
5388336489369100093177979614879310048460942094446845448756
2220570707334058858920739104227872715456203795048209788292
7438950544707480583098291650672000363378182010775030292036
1365834166278801800632131208996742200568219151089222889393
6344460926159007528299507560678300999372520594731930112487
8404902726684003135939438598835344037359120822561646685112
3769419336719808095713443573242686627049532768554406344399
1832563101948038663595626190176480942757632735507642440898
6594025807094580195850805523192109191483611737259240287021
1545613062509214296622752308111801723133951638909204788373
813564801242167731912133622060793284516417445327

With a slight modification to our Pocklington program that forced the computer
to write any “new'’ prime into a text file (which could then be saved) and then
loop this new prime back into the program as the value of p, we were able to
leave our program running for weeks on end. After about five weeks, we found
a prime about 3 times the length of the prime printed above!
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§6.4 Afterword

Wc now

have all of the machinery necessary to implement the RSA public

key cipher system. Without computers, the internet, and e- commerce, the vast
majority of us would have little use for public key cipher systems. At the same
time, without utilizing efficient algorithms on powerful computers, we would be
unable to perform the arithmetic the RSA cipher system necessitates. What I
am reaching for is the curious idea that advances in computer and information
technology have provided both the means for and a reason to implement the
RSA cipher system. I am sure that Euclid, Fermat, Euler, Pocklington and
many other number theorists would be impressed!
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JAVA Program Appendix

1. Greatest Common Divisor

long a = Keyboard.readLongO; //We are computing GCD(a,b)

System.out.println();

long b = Keyboard.readLongO;

long c;

while(b !=0)

//This while loop uses Euclid’s method computing GCD(a,b)—GCD

//(a,b(mod a)) until b=0, in which case the GCD is the last

//“a” from the previous run-through.

c = b;

b = a%b;

a = c;

System.out.println(a);
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2. PowerMod

System.out.println('‘Enter base

long X = Keyboard.readLongO;

System.out.println(“Enter exponent

long y = Keyboard.readLongO;

System.out.println(“Enter modulus

long n = Keyboard.readLongO;

long b = 1;

long m = 1;

while(y > 0)

//This while loop is used to determine

//which powers of two will be needed

//to multiply in order to give the input

//exponent.

m = y%2;
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if(ra==l)

b = b*x;

b = b%n;

X = x*x;

X

= x%n;

System.out.println(”Ans = '+o);

3. Pocklington Biginteger

System.out.println(“Enter a seedprime:”);

String s = Keyboard.readString();

Biginteger seedprime = new Biglnteger(s);

System.out.println(“Enter a length of target prime;”);

double len = Keyboard.readDouble();

System.out.println();

int length = (int) Math.round(len*3.4);//3.4 is about log(10)/log(2).

String a = '2”;//We ai'e converting the digit count (roughly) from

String b = “3”;//base 10 into base 2.

String c = “5”-

String ql = ^

String ml = “!”●

String soln = “0”-

Biginteger rand = Biginteger.ZERO;
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Biginteger two == new Biglnteger(a);

Biginteger three = new Biglnteger(b);

Biginteger five = new Biginteger(c);

Biginteger solution = new Biginteger(soln);

boolean flcig = false;

int attempt = 1;

I

//Counting variable that gets incremented in while loop.

!

int newattempt = 1;

//Counting variable that gets incremented in while loop.

while (seedprime.bitLength()<length)

//This loop ensures target prime length is attained.

while (attempt <= 100 AND flag == false)

int k = 0:

rand = Biginteger.ZERO;

wdiile (rand.compareTo(seedprime.divide(two))
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-1)

ciouble coin = Math.random();

if (coin <.5) rand == rand.add(two.pow(k));

k++;

//This randomly adds increasing powers of two until

//"rand" is equal to or greater than half of our seed prime.

Biginteger

= two.multiply(rand);

//Makes 2 a factor of one less than the target value.

Biginteger m = (seedprime.multiply(q)).add(Biglnteger.ONE);

//This m=2kp4-l from our Pocklinton special case test where

II'‘p’’

is raised to the first power.

Biginteger z = two.modPow((m.subtract(BigInteger.ONE)),m);

Biginteger g = ((two.modPow(q,m)).subtract(BigInteger.ONE)).gcd(m);

if (z.equals(Biglnteger.ONE) AND g.equals(Biginteger.ONE))

flag = true;

//Checks to make sure either condition of Pocklington’s
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special case theorem for base 2.

z = three.modPow((m.subtract(BigInteger.ONE)),m);

//If base 2 test fails, we attempt base 3.

g = ((three.modPow(q,m)).subtract(BigInteger.ONE)).gcd(m);

if (z.eciuals(Biglnteger.ONE) AND g.equals(Biglnteger.ONE))

flag = true:

z = five.modPow((m.subtract(BigInteger.ONE)),m);

//If base 2 and 3 fail, we attempt base 5.

g = ((five.modPow(q,m)).subtract(BigInteger.ONE)).gcd(m);

if (z.equals(Biglnteger.ONE) AND g.equals(Biglnteger.ONE))

//If the test fails base 5, we generate a new test number and start over.

flag - true;

if (flag == true)

solution = m;

attempt++;
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//Will complete 100 attempts to generate a prime before quitting.

if (flag == true)

System.out.println(“NEW PRIIME =” + solution);

seedprime=solution;

iiewattGiuptn- -|- j

//Will complete 100 attempts to generate a prime at least as long as

//input value.

flag = false;

We used methods from the “Biginteger” class to construct this program because
they can handle arbitrary length integers. Wdren I used long values, the integer
variable in JAVA with a capacity second only to that of a “Biginteger” variable,
to write a Pocklington program we could only generate primes less than 25
million.
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